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Global History In An Era of Populist Nationalism 

Monique Currie 

World histories are about as old and diverse as history writing itself. The ancient Chinese historian Sima 

Qian and the medieval historian Ibn Khaldun had created their own complex and sophisticated 

reflections of their worlds. More recently, Christopher Bayly has commented that “all historians are 

world historians now, though many have not yet realised it.”1 Global history is one of the more recent 

lenses that historians have used to make sense of world experience. While the term ‘global’ suggests a 

planetary scale, this is not always the case.  In this essay, I have discussed global history methodology 

in contrast with other contemporary forms of world history and against the backdrop of widespread 

political antagonism toward globalisation. Understanding the circumstances from which global history 

emerged, and what it responded to, is essential for understanding the qualities that have come to define 

its practice. This includes not only internal changes in historiography, but also the regional political and 

economic contexts of institutional knowledge production. Global history is also both “a subject matter 

and a methodology.”2 While the two impinge on one another, I have focused on the characteristics of 

global history as a perspective and as a way of doing history. I have drawn on the contributions of 

historians who have been active in the field, as well as criticisms that have been directed at the practice 

of global history. Insights from new and emerging methodologies can be invaluable in heightening our 

sensitivity to the potential of the present. Looking more carefully at a methodology itself, especially 

one that has become so influential, can reveal important and sometimes overlooked details in the terrain 

of our own time.  

 

The Birth of a Global Moment 

The term ‘global history’ gained popularity in the last quarter of the twentieth century, most clearly 

following 1990.3 According to WorldCat, the number of books published with ‘global history’ in the 

title increased from 16 between 1941-1959 to 471 titles between the years 1960-1979. This increased 

again to 1988 books published between 1980-2000 and expanded rapidly with 15,422 relevant titles 

released between 2000-2019.4 Global history has been a predominately anglophone phenomena. For 

this reason, I have focused on trends in world histories written predominately in English. The rise of a 

liberal world order over the course of the nineteenth century was crucial in shaping the character of 

these histories. Historiographical traditions that reflected on these experiences tended to fall into rough 

 
1 Christopher Bayly, The Birth of the Modern World, 1780-1914 (New Delhi: Blackwell, 2004), 469. 
2 Sebastian Conrad, What Is Global History? (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2016), 11. 
3 Institute for Advanced Study Princeton, “What Is Global History? A Roundtable - February 20, 2020,” YouTube 

video, 1:42:12, February 21, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MavMMCGl0oY. 
4 Institute for Advanced Study Princeton, “What Is Global History? A Roundtable - February 20, 2020.” 
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camps of either defense or indictment. More recent forays into world history, like Niall Ferguson’s 

Empire: How Britain Made the Modern World, have been similarly guided in assessment of empire 

and experiences of colonialism. 5  The ascendency of Europe and the nation-state, and rational 

modernisation were frequently woven into these reconstructions of the world. 6  Teleologies that 

abstracted and universalised a European experience, and latent Christian conceptions of change and 

time, recurred through these metanarratives. Lynn Hunt has detailed four major paradigms of world 

history that characterised methodologies shaping world history following the Second World War. Hunt 

proposes Marxism, modernisation theory, Annales, and identity politics (a jumble of postcolonial 

studies and the linguistic turn) as the main paradigms for analysis, borrowing Thomas Kuhn’s 

conceptual terminology from The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.7 Global history does not entirely 

displace the methodologies that Hunt described, but variously incorporates and rejects their insights. 

Some methodologies have been more influential than others, depending on where in the world you 

stand. Marxist world histories have been more impactful in Eastern Europe and Latin America, outside 

of the predominately English-speaking world. Historical materialism is its own kind of global history, 

providing a vocabulary and explanation of change that seemed applicable to any context. In anglophone 

scholarship, Eric Hobsbawm’s four volume series on the long-nineteenth century became a reference 

point for globality heavily influenced by Marxist historiography. Hobsbawm’s own work became 

increasingly global with each new volume.  

 

While global history gathered new academic disciplines, its adherents remained mostly concentrated 

within the United States, Europe, and East Asia. Not coincidentally, these are places that have benefitted 

the most from the intensified globalisation of the late twentieth century. The methodology was 

enthusiastically taken up by younger generations of historians, responding intellectually to their lived 

experiences of contemporary globalisation. By the end of the twentieth century, a variety of 

deregulation policies and trade agreements had seemingly ‘flattened’ our world, to borrow Thomas 

Friedman’s phrase.8  The collapse of the Soviet Union, increasingly complex international supply 

chains, and the rapid development of megacities stimulated new intellectual responses. The 

institutionalisation of policies like the North American Free Trade Agreement (1993), the founding of 

the World Trade Organisation (1995), and the Schengen Agreement (1985) in Europe facilitated the 

movement of commodities, finance, ideas, and people – all common themes for global historians. 

Global historians generally sought to show that connections and exchanges, and the contradictions that 

arose from them were not recent but had centuries of precedent. The global turn has extended further 

 
5 Niall Ferguson, Empire: How Britain Made the Modern World (London: Penguin, 2003), xxi. 
6 Conrad, What is Global History? 25. 
7 Lynn Hunt, Writing History in the Global Era (New York: WW Norton & Company, 2014), 11. 
8 Thomas Friedman, The World is Flat (New York: Farrar Straus & Giroux, 2005), 1. 
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than the long nineteenth century to the premodern, precolonial world. The use of European medieval 

symbols by white supremacists, for example at the ‘Unite the Right’ rally in Charlottesville in 2017, 

has spurred medieval departments across North America to rebrand their programs into ‘global 

medieval studies’. This problem is not confined to the United States. In February 2020, the Director-

General of the Australian Intelligence Security Organisation highlighted the “extreme right wing threat” 

of groups who “regularly meet to salute Nazi flags” seeking to connect with like-minded individuals 

internationally.9 Global historians like Sebastian Conrad have received criticism from self-identified 

“defenders of the West” like Ricardo Duchesne, who in a 2014 review accused Conrad’s work on a 

global Enlightenment of attempting “the dissolution of Europe’s intellectual identity.”10 Pierre Nora 

attacked Histoire Mondiale De La France (The World History of France) as “the end of common 

truth.”11 In the context of history weaponised as racist, ideological fantasy, what it means to responsibly 

negotiate the meanings that we derive from the past takes on a new significance. It is by no means a 

panacea, but global history can function somewhat against the corrosive and violent discourses. Here, 

historiography can have profound political influence. 

 

Beyond The Nation-State 

Turning to a professionally defined global history, Charles Hendrick provides a summary of its positive 

agenda in an introduction to the Journal of Global History: 

Pursued with sensitivity [global history] should deepen understanding of difference and 

diversity; meet the demand for perspective from those trying to comprehend accelerated trends 

towards interdependence and integration on a global scale and above all, allow for less 

ethnocentric appreciations of the manifold achievements of more peoples, communities and 

cultures over long spans of human history.12 

He describes a humanistic and egalitarian project with the implied scope of the long durée. Global 

historians working externally to the journal have understood their chosen methodology in a diversity 

of ways. Bayly sought to reflect on the critical forces driving interconnectedness and uniformity, and 

to contextualise national histories and area studies in their wider world.13 It is worth spending a little 

time here with Bayly, given his crucial role in popularising the methodology. His work responded to 

 
9 Mike Burgess, “Director General’s Annual Threat Assessment,” Australian Security Intelligence Organisation, 

February 24, 2020, https://www.asio.gov.au/publications/speeches-and-statements/director-general-annual-

threat-assessment-0.html. 
10  Institute for Advanced Study Princeton, “What Is Global History? A Roundtable - February 20, 2020,” 

YouTube video, 1:42:12, February 21, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MavMMCGl0oY. 
11  Institute for Advanced Study Princeton, “What Is Global History? A Roundtable - February 20, 2020,” 

YouTube video, 1:42:12, February 21, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MavMMCGl0oY. 
12 Charles Hedrick, “The ethics of world history,” Journal of World History, 16, 1, 2005: 33-50. 
13 Bayly, Making the Modern World, 2 – 4. 
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Marxist historiography with an empirical and documentary-based approach, rather than overtly 

theoretical. The character of his later global history can be detected in his earlier research. Bayly’s 

characteristic eye for connections and exchanges is evident in Rulers, Townsmen and Bazaars: North 

Indian Society in the Age of British Expansion, 1780-1870, although on a smaller scale than his later 

projects.14 Here he demonstrated a mutual dialogue of influence - in the ways that indigenous politics 

molded colonial administration and the fundamental centrality held by existing networks of merchant 

communities and towns. A generally shared feature of global histories is this pursuit of connections 

transcending national boundaries. Another distinction setting global history apart from the broader field 

of world history is that of perspective. As mentioned, ‘global’ does not necessarily imply a planetary 

scope, although there are disagreements in the field that confound attempts at a unifying definition. 

Felipe Fernandez-Armesto and Benjamin Sacks describe global history “strictly understood” as “the 

history of what happens worldwide across the planet as a whole, as if viewed from a cosmic crow’s 

nest, with the advantages of immense distances and panoptic range.”15 But global history can also be 

understood in terms that correlate more closely with Conrad’s interpretation - a global methodology as 

a lens that situates historical issues in such a way as to bring connections, structures, and networks into 

relief. Case studies where global processes interact within local and limited regional contexts are not 

uncommon.16 But it would be intellectually dishonest to assume globality of breadth for every subject 

of research. Conrad expresses such a surprisingly complex theoretical approach more simply as “the 

methodological concern with experimenting beyond familiar geographical boundaries.”17 To the global 

historian, the dynamism of relationships and processes can offer more insight than more static, clearer 

boundaries concerning the internal machinations of an empire or nation-state. This analytical framing 

presupposes the fundamental importance of fluidity, exchange and receptiveness. It is only in relation 

to other things and interactions that a subject – social or political ideas, institutions, people, bodily 

practices, commodities - can be understood in new dimensions. Transformations are interpreted in light 

of connections rather than being associated with universal models of development or theories of 

diffusionism. The terms ‘circulation’ and ‘networks’ are a recurring feature on the pages of the Journal 

of Global History. This focus on mobility can be found with Sanjay Subrahmanyam with his 

“connected histories,” the “histories that moved” as he described it in his inaugural 2013 lecture at the 

Collège de France.18 This focus on mobility has informed the global turn in medieval and premodern 

world histories. The global turn has also fundamentally changed how historians interact with sources. 

Scholars may now turn to CT scans and chemical analysis of book bindings to understand the realities 

 
14 Christopher Bayly, Rulers, Townsmen and Bazaars: North Indian Society in the Age of British Expansion, 1780-

1870 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 4-9. 
15 Felipe Fernandez-Armesto & Benjamin Sacks, “Networks, Interactions & Connective History,” in Blackwell 

Companion to World History ed. Douglas Northrop, 303. 
16 Conrad, What Is Global History? 12. 
17 Conrad, What Is Global History? 72. 
18 Sanjay Subrahmanyam, “On the Origins of Global History,” (paper presented at the Collège de France, Paris, 

28 November 2013), https://books.openedition.org/cdf/4200. 

https://books.openedition.org/cdf/4200
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of material availability, and trade and exchange. Multidisciplinary teams with scientific training are 

becoming more commonplace, echoing the call for inclusion of natural sciences highlighted in the 

Journal of Global History. There are significant challenges in accessing these histories though, not 

least in the ability to read various languages and dialects. Important works have emerged from this 

turn. Research on cross-cultural exchanges has encouraged scholars to experiment with a new 

paradigm, the ‘Islamo-Christian civilisation.’19 Historians like Amanda Powell and Caroline Dodds 

Pennock have pursued how our current understanding of globalisation as a quality of modernity can be 

retrieved from medieval thought, with a view of responding to current environmental and climate 

crises.20 As well as mobility, a recognition of interdependence can also characterise global histories. In 

Kenneth Pomeranz’s The Great Divergence: China, Europe, and the Making of the Modern World, the 

thesis that Europeans engineered their own success is rigorously challenged and overturned. Wealth 

and influence concentrated to the global north is comprehensively argued as being drawn from colonial 

projects in the Americas and the immense economic returns from the slave trade, an inherently global 

enterprise.  Synchronicity does not come at the cost of attention paid to causation and change. Bayly 

has argued that globalisation developed on the foundation of trajectories formed by older patterns of 

entanglement - echoing his earlier analytical approach to North India. The networks that connect 

different places and people are vitally important to understanding change over time. It can allow 

researchers to greater detect and appreciate simultaneity across different parts of the world. Conrad 

points to the Arab Spring revolts as a contemporary example that could benefit from this frame of 

analysis, by way of arguing that external forces are powerful drivers of social change alongside older 

traditions, positioning global methodology firmly also with the concerns of the present. 21  

 

Before this shift to connections, the themes and societal function of world history had predominately 

been tied to the nation-state. 22 This was a common theme across the humanities and social sciences in 

the nineteenth century more broadly. The nation-state was the presumed unit of investigation, a 

territorial container, that could obscure the role of exchange relationships. Global historians of the late 

twentieth century were not completely novel in seeking to make connections across borders. Marc 

Bloch, who contributed to the foundations of comparative history, had much earlier stressed the 

importance of moving beyond a national framework. Fernand Braudel, the renowned Annales historian, 

had pioneered his own kind of global history in the 1950s and 1960s. The methodology has a slight 

 
19 John Tolan, “Forging New Paradigms: Toward a History of Islamo-Christian Civilisation,” eds. Suzanna Akbari 

and Karla Mallette A Sea of Languages: Rethinking the Arabic Role in Medieval Literary History (University of 

Toronto Press: 2013), 62-70. 
20 Amanda Power & Caroline Dodds Pennock, “Globalising Cosmologies,” Past & Present, 13/238, 1 November 

2018: 88-115. 
21 Conrad, What is Global History? 67. 
22 Conrad, What is Global History? 3. 
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polemical dimension in challenging the traditional categories in which anglophone world historians 

have tended to think. The reliance on nations as categories encouraged internalist understandings of 

social change. At least one exception to this rule is in Ottoman history, in which emphasising internally 

generated social change has constituted the historiographical revolution.23 Armitage has contended that 

it was “thanks to the global circulation of ideas of nationhood and to the transnational reception of linear 

conceptions of history that evolutionary nationalist historicism became the dominant form of historical 

understanding across much of the world.”24  A tendency to rely on explanations from within was 

problematised with the emerging emphasis on networks, exchanges, and entanglements. The 

presupposition of national or civilisational frames has not been limited to histories where it is explicit. 

Whether taking an argument like Niall Ferguson’s in which European influence was emancipatory or 

adopting a post-colonial stance against imperialism, the strands of argument are parallel in their 

presumption of diffusions from a European core. Although post-colonial theorists posed a compelling 

challenge to existing histories, for the most part they were not consistent in addressing the “primacy of 

the nation as the consistent container of history.”25 Although the revolutions of social history and 

cultural history opened entirely new angles to work into the past, the nation has remained stubbornly 

fixed. Examples have been drawn from some of the more well-known studies, including Eugen Weber’s 

Peasants into Frenchman: The Modernisation of Rural France or E. P. Thompson’s The Making of the 

English Working Class. Global history does not necessarily abandon people in looking for connections 

beyond nations, but rather can highlight the importance of the individual. Highlighting contingency and 

agency in the development of structures that transcend the individual has another powerful implicit 

message – that the way things are now is not the outcome of a passive natural progression. Bayly 

highlights this sense of agency well in The Birth of the Modern World 1780-1914: 

Those peoples, however, were not passive recipient of Western bounty of, alternatively, simply 

the West’s supine victims. Their reception and remolding of Western ideals and techniques for 

their own lives set limits to the nature and extent of their domination by European power-

holders.26  

 

As mentioned, humanities disciplines like history, sociology, and political science were historically 

directly linked with nation-building projects. 27 Armitage has gone as far as to declare that the hegemony 

of national historiography is over. But the strength of relationships between histories of nations and 

their meaning for ordinary people can hardly be said to be weakening. Historical projects that engage 

 
23 Institute for Advanced Study Princeton, “What Is Global History? A Roundtable - February 20, 2020.” 
24 David Armitage, “The International Turn in Intellectual History,” in Rethinking Modern European Intellectual 

History eds. Darrin M. McMahon and Samuel Moyn (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 17. 
25 David Armitage, The International Turn in Intellectual History, 17. 
26 Christopher Bayly, The Birth of the Modern World, 3. 
27 Conrad, What is Global History? 38. 
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with the nation-state are higher on the public agenda in Africa, south-east Asia, and many former 

Eastern Bloc countries, where funding is usually allocated to projects more clearly engaged with a 

national past. 28 Our world is largely defined by these geopolitical categories however porous and 

unstable the borders may be. The presence of national divisions continues to inform how people 

cultivate and reflect on their identities and derive meaning within their communities. Benedict 

Anderson had pointed out the ‘eternal’ character of nation-states in 1983. Although the outlines of the 

geopolitical world have changed since then, the presumption of the nation-state as a default form of 

political organisation has remained mostly undisturbed, although with notable exceptions. Additionally, 

a powerful emotional connection ties people to the places they live within. The formation of a state 

often includes unresolved trauma. Global history, while valuable, is not the most appropriate tool to tell 

these personal histories embedded and intimate to place. But it is helpful for highlighting similarities 

of experience across different regions and understanding the transit of change. Bayly has made the point 

that “it is no longer really possible to write ‘European’ or ‘American’ history in a narrow sense.”29 This 

does not mean that national historiography has reached the end of its tenure. It is not easy to separate 

one from the other and for long as nation-states constitute the default geopolitical arrangement, we 

might not be able to do so.   

 

The Limits of Global History 

Global history has other shortcomings. Some are inherent to its design and some occur as an 

exaggeration of qualities that could otherwise be useful. These include an exaggerated focus on mobility 

and neglect of power and hierarchies. Treating mobility and connectedness as ends unto themselves can 

effectively crowd out the richness that sources otherwise offer. It can lead to an impoverished historical 

analysis. If globality becomes primary and everything else secondary, then we are left with a diminished 

“world populated by globetrotters, colourless chameleons, and invisible boundary crossers, individuals 

stretched so far out of any local, confessional or personal context as to make them little more than panes 

of glass through which to view the connected world in which they lived.”30 Michael Ogborn’s Global 

Lives: Britain and the World 1550-1800 is an example of mobility removed from exchange, how places 

shaped the people who visited or the narrative.31 If mobility is taken as equivalent of global history 

rather than a quality it seeks to investigate, it can create a misleading image of the past in which constant 

movement was the status quo. This view implicitly elevates the stories of elites, given that most people 

rarely travelled, much less so on an international scale. Conrad points out the irony of this situation, in 

 
28  Dipesh Chakrabarty, “Post-coloniality and the Artifice of History: Who Speaks for Indian Pasts?”, 

Representations 37, 1992: 3. 
29 Christopher Bayly, Remaking the Modern World 1900-2015, 2. 
30 Conrad, What is Global History, 225. 
31 Institute for Advanced Study Princeton, “What Is Global History? A Roundtable - February 20, 2020.” 
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that it was nomadic and itinerant people who “were among the victims of the globalisation process” 

and “now it is the sedentary, those outside the immediate global fold, who are increasingly ignored by 

historians.”32 Global history could benefit from a social turn. At the other end of a spectrum from a 

hyper-focus on mobility is the pursuit for why certain things did not travel, especially when structural 

conditions encouraged transfer. A compelling example can be found with historian of science Londa 

Schiebinger’s concept of agnotology, the study of ignorance. In the illustrative research, Schiebinger 

detailed an inertia of knowledge using a case study of abortifacient peacock flowers used by enslaved 

women in the Caribbean.33 

 

Global historians have built on the insights of postcolonial scholars. But where postcolonial studies 

have tended to fixate on a relationship of coloniser and colonised, some global histories have been 

criticised for concealing asymmetries. By naturalising political processes, any methodology can 

become dangerous. In works that have tended to see “globalising processes as quasi-natural” and not 

“driven by certain individuals and groups,” global histories lose their critical function.34  Conrad 

describes studies where “markets seem to converge naturally” and there is “an effortless expansion of 

commerce”, even though the coercive opening of markets is not exactly a historical anomaly. This is 

not a feature or criticism that could levelled at all global histories in good faith. A clear example to the 

contrary is in the agency and creativity of historical actors built into Bayly’s approach. But if it is 

rendered independent of the people making decisions, tunnel vision on exchange and circulation can 

create depict globalisation as a natural development. The construction of change through benign and 

passive language completely undermines the potential of global histories to challenge teleologies and 

exclusionary narratives of modernity.35  Calling intensified globalisation an inherently progressive and 

self-generating thing is inaccurate and depoliticises intrinsically political and human-driven processes. 

Questions of responsibility are effectively extinguished with this view, replaced by inevitability.  

 

Global history is still coming into its own, but critiques suggest possible future directions. At a 

conference held in February 2020, Sebastian Conrad raised the question of whether global history had 

reached an inflexion point. The election of Trump, Brexit, and the surge of far-right politics in Eastern 

Europe are generally accepted as indicators of an unfolding global turn to interiority. Considering the 

social harm enacted through this new wave of nationalism, practicing global perspectives seems 

essential. In Hunt’s view, global histories can inform identity in a similar fashion to national histories, 

 
32 Conrad, What Is Global History? 227. 
33 Londa Schiebinger, Plants and Empire: Colonial Bioprospecting in the Atlantic World (Harvard: Harvard 

University Press, 2004). 
34 Conrad, What is Global History? 228. 
35 Conrad, What Is Global History? 230. 
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but in the service of producing cosmopolitan, egalitarian, and tolerant global citizens.36 While she is 

right to highlight a public pedagogical function of history, identities are too complex to boil down to 

historiography alone and global history is not an inherently cosmopolitan endeavour. Normatively, and 

in the geographic breadth of analysis, global history is an inclusive project. However, global histories 

are generally expensive to institutionalise. As mentioned, engagement inclusive of dedicated courses 

and research centres are mostly localised to parts of the world that have generally benefited from 

economic and political decisions that contributed to the methodology emerging. We must understand 

global history more globally. It matters where global histories are written. The interpretations of an 

author are shaped by the location the author writes from and the language of expression. English is the 

default language of global scholarship. Dominic Sachsenmaier has pointed out that the marginalisation 

of historiographical traditions, even when non-English works are available in translation, is a stark 

contradiction to the inclusive and post-Eurocentric rhetoric of a global history approach.37 Global 

history can also be deployed for purposes seemingly contradictory to its label, as a means of 

aggrandising the nation. Yu Pei, director of the World History Institute of the Chinese Academy of 

Social Sciences is quoted as saying:  

Our research on global history manifests our standard of value judgment, our view of history, 

our values, our Chinese people’s feeling, and our Chinese people’s understanding of historical 

reality… patriotism remains the soul of China’s world history studies.38  

In the United States, as well as China, global history is “keyed” to an “awareness of a leading role in 

the world.” 39 When used in this way, global history can allow a nation to be uncritically rendered as 

the centre of the world. 40 As a product of intensive global integration, one of the sharpest uses of the 

methodology is for critical commentaries on globalisation. Like other methodologies, it is crucial for 

testing the veracity of narratives used to legitimise political agendas. When doing global history without 

the patriotic myopia, it can push beyond internalist explanations and help to undermine the allure of 

exceptionalism, as we saw with Pomeranz’s research. Showing that networks can historically enable 

conditions like poverty or prosperity can weaken harmful arguments that seek to assign living 

conditions to the intrinsic qualities of certain groups. By looking from an environmental context Sunil 

 
36 Hunt, Writing History in the Global Era, 32. 
37 Dominic Sachsenmaier, “Some Reflections on the Nature of Global History,” Toynbee Prize Foundation, 2 

June 2020, https://toynbeeprize.org/posts/some-reflections-on-the-nature-of-global-history/. 
38 Institute for Advanced Study Princeton, “What Is Global History? A Roundtable - February 20, 2020.” 
39 Dominic Sachsenmaier, Global Perspectives on Global History: Theories and Approaches in a Connected 

World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011). 
40 Arif Dirlick, “Performing the World: Reality and Representation in the Making of World Histor(ies),” Journal 

of World History 16, 2005: 393-394. 
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Amrith has highlighted the “glaring absence” of climate in global histories, although some recent 

editions of Journal of Global History indicate that change is underway.41  

 

Global history is revelatory in several aspects. Historians who engage with it can gain greater insight to 

the structures and connections that have informed how people lived. More generally, the methodology 

also demonstrates the slipperiness of historical fact. By this I mean that histories and the meanings that 

we derive from them can change substantially dependent not only on the theoretical lens, but the 

assumptions and values that underpin it. Under scrutiny, the methodology reveals some of the trappings 

and the desires of our own moment. It is a methodology that is novel in its analytical framing and 

conscious effort to look beyond conventional political geography while drawing on much older 

approaches. Global history does not come laden with theory. This lightness means it can be used as an 

effective methodology for empirical research and pushing research questions in new directions. But as 

demonstrated, it can also house subtle repetitions of nationalist historiography or disguise more 

pernicious narratives of globalisation. By examining the historiography of our own moment, we can 

begin to identify the blind spots and assumptions informing our own thought. As I write this, the 

remembered wounds from earlier waves of globalisation and foundations of statehood continue to 

rupture, materialised in toppled statues and global protests. Although we seem to look increasingly 

inward, while we remain caught in global currents of causation and consequence, global history might 

be of more importance than ever. 

 

  

 
41 Sunil Amrith, “The Anthropocene and the Triumph of the Imagination: An Environmental Perspective on C.A. 

Bayly’s Remaking the Modern World, 1900 – 2015,” The Journal of Asian Studies 78 (November 2019): 838. 
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